
Forskningsberedningen / Committee for Research (2015-11-17)

1. Research centre
UU wants to establish a centre around antibiotics. While HumSam (Disciplinary Domain of
Humanities and Social Sciences) and Biology section already have agreed to fund the centre,
the forskningsberedningen at TEKNAT thinks that this centre is too expensive, establishes a
parallel structure and is too short term. A lot of the aims can be reached within the already
funded projects and only little money is needed to organize meetings between the different
researchers at different places. I agree with the forskningsberedningen.

2. Advertisement of professorship
The institution for organical biomimetics has sent us a draft for the advertisement for a new
professor, as professor Stenbjörn is going to retire soon. They are trying to find a person with
nearly the same research focus as professor Stenbjörn and therefore the specifications in the
add are extremely narrow. They have also only listed two men who could maybe apply for
the positions. We raised the concern that such a narrow specification reduces the number of
qualified applicants and thus can lead to a lower quality. Furthermore no woman has been
found that fulfills the criteria.

3. TNDR funding
The forskningsberedningen has without any hesitation agreed to fund as with additional
41,000 SEK. They considered it a small amount of money.

4. Research infrastructure
We were also supposed to rank 153 applications for research infrastructure, but I do not think
that I can take the responsibility, as I lack knowledge and most of all a reasonable time frame
for my task. The forskningsberedning suggested that my [TNDR representative] task should
be seen as an 10% employment.

5. Areas of discussion
- The future of SFOs, which were recently evaluated by the government.
- The responsibility concerning the fund for material research that finances the clean room
at the moment. Responsibility will be shifted from TEKNIK to TEKNAT.
- Prof Lindblad made a short presentation about samverkan/collaboration.
- We decided to propose to the faculty board that they should help financing the Gröan
Gustafsson prize.
- Centers (centrumbildningar) at TEKNAT: The committee was pretty skeptical about cen-
ters and wants to ensure that centers give a real added value and do not lead to a parallel
structure within the university. A suggestion for starting a center around antibiotic resistance
was rejected as it proposed far too large overhead cost.
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